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Parents and Family Weekend 2006 
Parents and Family weekend kicked 
off, with team Rootberry, shown here 
performing one of their world famous 
acts in Salmanson Dinning hall. 
This weekend the girls Volleyball 
team hosted Dowling in one of 
their three games. Shown here is 
Senior Captain Beth Schlatterer 
in action, for every kill made free 
tanning sessions were raffled off 
to Bryant Students. 
Bryant's 13th Annual Duck Race was held Saturday; Dave Santore is shown 
picking one of the many winning ducklings out of the pond. 
Saturday 

Bryant's Football 

team hosted St. 

Anslems and 

won 41-0, here 

'shown are the 

cheerleaders 

stunting during 

a timeout 
 Shown here is one of Bryant's students, being "thrown 
in the middle" of one of Rootberry's dangerous tricks. 
Continued on page 15 
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State f h 

By Ryan Daley 
Opinion Editor 
On Saturday, October 21, 200 ,Presi­
dent Machtley gave the annual State of 
the University address in Janikies Audi­
torium as part of Parents and Family 
Weekend. He introduced Bryant's 2010 
vision for "Creating and Sustaining 
Competitive Advantage." The five part 
plan creates a focus ofBryant's 2010 Sit­
uational Value on knowledge, character 
development, individuality, world class 
edu~ational !acilities and technology, 
and mternahonalization. 
Part I of the plan, "Academic Quality 
and R~putation,~' is con?nuing Bryant'"s 
com':llitment to Improvmg the academic 
quahty and academic reputation of 
Bryant. Ma~tley informed the audience 
that 12 new taculty were added for the 
2006-07 academic year, and stated 17 
will be added in the 2007-08 year. He 
stressed the necessity for a low student 
to faculty ratio because the school wants 
to .develop a student-faculty relation­
ship. Machtley said "Academic quality 
is the first thing we want to work on." 
Part II, "Student Centered Learning 
Community," strives to make sure there 
is focus on character development. 
~achtley no~ed ,~e difficulty of the cur­
rIculum, which makes it tough for stu­
dents to do well." He stated "Students 
must rise to the competition" in order to 
"understand and deal with issues and 
problems." He noted the common prob­
lems most college campuses face across 
~e country incl1:lding alcohol, eating 
dIsorders, smoking and depression, and 
addressed the school's commitment to 
providing any services necessary, such 
as t!:e We11ness Center and counseling 
serVIces, among others, to help students 
cope. In essence, Bryant wants to help 
students "develop good life skills." 
Part III, the "Focus on Individual 
High Touch," addresses the need for the 
school to get to know students on an in­
dividuallevel. Bryant "wants tu know 
who these kids are." The schoul "has 
peopl doing analysis of each student 
by name:' and i .. looking at "what is 
hap ening t e i di\' id a1." Through 
n ' .f 0 ~ilm_ ·ul.h as th Brvant Senior 
AdVISOry Council, the schooI'is gaining 
feedback o~ what stud~nts e~penences 
have been 'e nd r el\" g valuable 
information as to what the schoo 
should be improving. 
Part N, "Facilities and Technology:" 
strives to make Bryant a "world clas; 
ed1:lcational em7 ironment." Machtley de­
scnbed Bryant as having "leading edge 
technology and facilities ." He refer-
University 

enced Bryant's presence on The Prince­
ton Review's 25 Most Connected Cam­
puses. He also cited the $900 Herman 
Miller chairs in the school library and 
attes.ted "When you give good quality 
furniture and technology, they'll take 
care of it.'~ He offered the example of 
!:ow the lIbrary has been in existence for 
fIve yea~s while there is not a single 
carvmg m any of the fixtures. 
Machtler also indicated that Bryant 
plans to buIld new facilities and reno­
vate old space with a $100 million in­
vestment and $1 million Oracle 
technology grant. The school plans in­
clude a non-denominational chapel 
seating 200 people, to be completed15 
months after the summer of 2007. Also 
in progress are plans to renovate the old 
library in the Unistructure as well as fac­
ulty offices and four remaining un-reno­
vated suite residence halls. There are 
also plans to build a new academic 
building which will possibly be attached 
to the Unistructure. 
. Pa~t V .of Bryant'~ plan is "Interna­
tionalization and DIversity." Machtley 
wore a traditional Chinese robe and 
facetiously avowed "I've been ~ing to 
get the staff to call me 'Emperor for sev­
eral year~ but it .hasn't worked." Bryant, 
through mcreasmg relations with China 
and the China Institute, is building two 
buildings in the distant country . 
He .oescribed ~e new Sophomore In­
ternational ExperIence (SIE), in which 
student~ will nave the opportunity to 
spend tIme overseas and receive credit 
without having to take an entire semes­
ter away from Bryant. He stated that 
soon, Bryant will incorporate the cost of 
the SIE into the tuition each student 
pays over the four years each student 
will attend ~ryant, so .the costs of the 
program Will be alleViated. This will 
~llow for all 800 sophomores to attend 
m~tead of the 150 who are signed up 
this year. In addition to sending Bryant 
. students overseas, the school also has a 
main focus on recruiting international 
tudents. 
Bryant has a continued commitment 
to impr~)Ving the academic quality and 
reputaho~ 01 the school, developing 
charact r m students, bringina out mdi­vi~ua1ity, pr~viding a worId class edu­
catIOnal en~llronment,. and enlightening 
stude.nts WIth a more mternational per­
spective. Machtley describes the plans 
for Bryant's future as "robust" and ac­
knowledges it will "take a lot of work" 
to get to where the school wants. 
hip Summit 
r 28,2006 
A full interacti e day of ses 
cepti nal keynote s 
Every Bryant student is In 
learn more online at 
www.bryantleadership.com 
Bryant's Leadership Development Program 

Presents: 

Storytelling 
with Ann Hood 
By Carlos Ramos 
Staff Writer 
One of the most enjoyable and 
cont~oversial books on the Literary 
StudIes syllabus is "An Ornitholo­
gist's Guide To Life" by author, 
Ann Hood. Bryant University was 
fortunate to have RI native and 
best-selling author, Ann Hood, 
kick off the Art Series on October 
18 in Janikies Theater. 
Ann Hood started off her book 
reading by explaining how she de­
veloped the name for the title of 
her book, "An Ornithologist's 
Guide to Life." She said that it 
carne from the strong connection 
between bird 
non-fictional book, Do Not Go Gell­
tie: M.Y Search for Miracles in A Cyn­
Ical Tl1ne, and a collection of short 
stories, All Ornithologist's Gllide to 
Life. 
Her short stories and essays 
have been featured in publications 
such as The New York Times, Glim­
mer Train, Double Take, The Missouri 
Review, The Washingt{/n Post, Trav­
eler, and Bon Appetit just to name a 
view. Winner of a Best American 
Spiritual Writing Award, two 
Pushcart Prizes, and the Paul 
Bowles Prize for Short Fiction, 
Ann Hood is gearing up for the 
January 2007 release of her new 
book, The Knitting Circle, a W.W. 
watching and 

writing, because 

both require a 

keen sense of 

observation. 

After her cap­

tivating reading 

of the short 

story, Ann Hood 

welcomed any 

and all questions 

about the book, 

which had been 

written over a 

period of 10 

years. Hood of­

fered her insight 

into the diffi­
culty of writing
I a short story,
I saying that the 
author's job in a 
short story is to 
have obvious 
plot til e as 
I
f 
as an underlymg 
plot. 
Questions 
I 	brought up in­
cluded whether 
the plots in the 
stories hap­
pened to her or 
if they were fic­
tious, to which 
she responded 
honestly that 
none of the char­
acters related di­
rectly to herself, 
but certain sto­
ries and charac­ters were taken 	 Photo courtesy of Damelle Malatesta 
from friends and Best-selling author and Rhode Island Na­
family. tive, Ann Hood, paid Bryant a visit last 

In some of k t

the stories, espe- wee 0 spe.ak, abo~t her n~w book, An 

d ally the self ti- Oranth% glst s GUIde to LIfe. 

tied short story 
"Hood"that was read to the audi­
ence, she incorporates quirky and 
interesting hobbies for the charac­
ters like Alice's thrill in bird watch­
ing. She enlightened the crowd 
with more details and left them 
with an understanding that Helen, 
from the short story, Lost Parts, did 
not love Scott, her deceased 
boyfriend, or that Beth, from After 
Zane, gets over Zane and moves 
on. 
"She was interesting and imagi­
native," said freshmen, Shawn 
Ayala. "The stories make you feel 
like you're there with the charac­
ters. The stories leave the readers 
to corne up with our own conclu­
sion." 
Ann Hood is the author of 
seven novels, including fictional 
no,:els Somewhere Off The Coast of 
Mame, Places to Stay the Night, 
Ruby, Creating Character Emotions, a 
Norton publica tion. 
I love how Ann Hood portrays 
women as empowering figures," 
said Jessica Reategui. "They are 
stories of women put in a struggle 
in life, and instead of faltering 
they make the right decisions." 
The book "An Ornithologist'S 
Guide to Life" features recurring 
themes of loss and redemption, 
but the messages that Hood wants 
her readers to walk way with are 
that of identity of self and emo­
tions. 
The book reading was followed 
by a book signing, which included 
a personal meet and greet witi, re­
freshments and snacks provided. 
This successful event was put to­
gether by the English Department 
and English Professor, Thomas 
Chandler. 
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The Virgin Sex Improvement 

"dead fish," "no foreplay,:" "girls sex, "it's kinda nice when you takeBy Kelly Drew 
who [cause] blue-ball," 'too much turns." ..Islands at StaffWriter aggression," and "minute man." Though there were more than a 
Going through this list, Simon de­ few titters in the audience, "teachingMost people consider themselves 
scribed each one, why people do not students about sex is right with theto be superb lovers, but the truth is, 
appreciate these things, and what mission of this institution," Tobyeveryone can improve their tech­Bryant 
can be done to prevent or fix these Simon said. The character of successniq~e ~h~~ it comes to pleasing problems. It was revealed that even applies not only to sh.ldent's careers,then sIgrufIcant other. Speaking be­
thou9,h no one wants a "minute but their sex lives as well.fore a crowd of 65 young adults (theBy Ryan Daley 
man, ' the standard time from when Students, after a prompt fromlargest crowd yet for the four-partOpinion Editor a man inserts and then ejaculates is Sim~m ("What are some ways ofSexuality Series), Toby Simon ad­
. Parents and Family Weekend 2006, pro­ two minutes. Simon referenced the talkIng to your partner to take it updressed what qualities embody a
v!ded an unusual ViSIt to Bryant for a group film Forrest Gump as an example of to the next level?") mainly providedbad lover, a good lover, and a better
eIght female Alumni who graduated 3D premature ejaculation, as the titular facetious inquiries such as 'Can I1~}Ver and dispensed some"goodyears ago between 1975-1978 but still see man-child ejaculates simply from lay the pipe?" and "If I have to ask,tips on how to be better." As direc­ea~ other at least once every year. The VIs 
I tor of the Women's Center (located touching his true love Jenny. Some I'm paying too much" from one par­receIved their title "Virgin Islands" from of the people present learned a new ticularly cheeky student. Otheron the third floor of the Bryant Cen­Delta Sigma Phi (DSP) brothers after finding term- starfish, defined as a position ways to ask can involve stating thatter) and a specialist in human sexu­
a c<;>mmo~ ~>ond amongst themselves and re­ a woman takes when she is so one.'s intentions do not include pres­ality, Simon sets up this annual setfusmg to Jom a campus sorority. drunk and just wants to have sex, surmg the partner into anythingof presentations to inform studentsThey are all successful women in real es­ and the man she is with just wants he/she does not want to do, beingand receive information from whattate, human resources, tax examination, to to as well, so she just spreads her direct (not beating ar.ound the bush,they believe.fraud investigation and management, arms and legs and lets him at it. so to speak), and being honest.Simon remarked that we should 
among other careers, and some even mar­ Simon also noted that three out of For the rest of the presentation,be aware that "not everyone in this
rie.d DSP brothers. Although there are 15 four sexual assaults take ,place in Toby Simon gave the group someroom is sexually active" and that
children among the ladies, none of their chil­ October and "starfishing might fall helpful tips about the elUSIve femalethese qualities about to be discusseddren currently do or have ever attended under the umbrella term of sexual orgasm. With the use of vibrators,could have been of a purely inno­Bryant. That didn't stop the VIs from mak­ assault if the woman is non-consent­ almost every woman can have ancent nature. With this in mind weing a visit during the weekend that hap­ Iwere made awa.re of three posters ing. orgasm. It should be noted that pened to be Parents and Family Weekend Toby Simon then moved on to the some v:ibrators' sti.mulation mightaround the Hentage Room, each ti­2006. "Good Lover" and "Better Lover" be too mtense agaInst the sensitivetled "Bad Lover," 'Good Lover,"As 1:Infortunately happens with most posters. Most treated the two as one clitoris and can even numb it. Role­and "Better Lover." Simon passed
alumru, the VIs lost touch with Bryant until and the same, including phrases like playing and "kinky" stuff likearound markers to the group andDawn M. Santacqua-Moher contacted Robin "devoted," "caring," "conscious of bondage and sadomasochism areencouraged all to write down a traitWarde, Executive Director of Alumni Rela­ bodies," "swallows," "foreplay," for perfecHy natural, "as Ions; as [the]that exemplifies each of these lovers.tions, with a piece she wrote for the Bryant Students began to mill around and "Good Lover" and "has experi­ two yeople want to de it. ' The final Alumni Bulletin. Santacqua-Moher wrote ence," "concerned with pleaSing pear of wisdom from Toby is themost gravitated to the "Bad Lover"that she is "celebrating over 30 years of lover," "spooning," "oral sex," 're­ fact that you want to be WIth thebo~rd, though all posters had beenfriendship" with women who have "been acts genuinely," for "Better Lover." person, that is the sexiest part of all,wnttenon. ~ere for.each oth~r through break-ups, mar­
. After about fifteen minutes, Toby ~oreplay ~e~med to playa large role because "you could go stick it in a ~Iages, dIvorce; mIscarriages, births, mfertil­ m determIrung a lover's rating. With tree if it was just about getting off."SImon began reading the "BadIty, and adoption; sickness and health." that in mind, Simon remarked that After having said that, the peopleI Lo~er" poster. Among the things
.As. I sat for lunch with the Virgin Islands, cunnilingus is a "very very very present left with smiles on their
-wntten, people had scrawled
comcIdentally among Caribbean drum very very, very pleasing act for a faces and thoughts in their minds to"drunk or high," "forceful," "no sex
music under the tent before Saturday's foot­ woman, ' thougb in terms of oral share with their peers.drive," "hard sex and leaves after,"b.a!l game, there were non-stop anecdotes in­
CIting much laughter from all in attendance. 
They recalled Mr. Bryant competitions, the 
Koffler Center as a bar, attending church in I'Senior Class Gift Kickoff 
the Rotunda on Sundays, and the grinder 
and sub truck that came every night and 
parked outside Halll. Perhaps toe most hu­ time spent at Brvant.Continued from page 1 ~. . . and 
ing in line for a Halloween dance when "Out 
morous tale was when the girls were stand­
hopefully start a personal tradition of philanthropy toto m~ke th~ de~ision aft~r co~s.idering the gift. .from acros~ c~mpus came a giant paper Bryant," said Zawawi. . 
.Ahse EIl.lOt, 07, who IS waIting to donate, saId "Imache perus. Needless to say, the penis was Eileen Hayes, '07, said "This was the first real sensetlunk the gIft should be revealed at the kickoff and thena VI wno wishes to remain nameless. of class identity that we've had so far this year and toasked donations at a future event. I would have likedThey spoke of academics and many pro­ say it was a good night is an understatement."I some time to think about what I would be willing tofessors wbo are long gone. They give credit Senior Francisco Oliveira, said "successful eventsgive."to the secretarial program some attended for like the B~er and Wings will help to motivate studentsEll~ott ~ontinued with hoping more information ontheir associate degree, which they say "Pre­ I to donate m the near future. The Class Gift Committeethe.gIft WIll be shared at future events, especially in thepared us for thr real world by having us take is really making the effort to corulect with the stu­spnng.extra business courses." Tuition back then dents.'I Every year,.a core gro1:lp of students are chosen to de­was only $3500. That would be nice. Dr. Eakin, commented "It was a good turnout com­I v~lop th~ Se!ll-or qass GIft and the fundraising strate­Finally, the group visited their old Hall 6 pared to previous years. With 180 of 600 students at­gIes behmd It. ThIs year, senior, Amr Zawawi chairsthird floor suite and even looked for the t~nding, there is still a lot of work to be done but the~he program through th~ ~elp o! his committee consist­bum from their illegal popcorn popper on challenge with participation is not unique to Bryant."mg of students and admInIstration. The committee in­the ceiling. Of course it wasn't tnere, but the Throughout the year, the Senior Class Gift Commit­cludes stu~ents Sarah McDonnell, Kevin Field, Hoperr:temories still remain within this group of tee will continue hosting events and request donationsSolomos, EIleen Hayes, and Adam Muccino and staffeIght, who "became sisters without needing in order to reach their goal.
to pledge" and have "remained sisters out of Imembers ~at Mi~rnicki and Robin Jackvony. Zawawl descnbed the program as an opportunity tothe love we have for each other." Santacqua­ Icreate class unity wh.ile providing encouragement for ~o~er atte~t "Bryant erovided us with a gift 
students to make a gIft to the scllo01 in honor of theirot fnendslup and family and for that, I wi1l . Ibe eternally grateful." 
ryant esty presents: 
The Corporation 
Janikies Theater 

November 1,2006 

FREE! 

4:30-5:00 Reception

5:00-5:30 Film segments 

5:30-6:15 Panel discussion 

anel discussion with: 
r. Stanley Baran, Professor of Communication 
r. Ramesh Mohan) Professor of Economics 
r. Paul Swift, Proressor of Philosphy 
r. Carl Sheeler Professor of Finance 
ree prizes (DVDs, Shirts, & more) for 

ose who come and write a letter or 

sign a petition on behalf ofAmnesty. 

See www.thecorporation.com for infonnation 
about the film. 
U.. Army 
The U.S. Army is currently offering several sizable enlistment 

bonuses of up to $40,000. You may also qualify for up to 

$71,000 from the Montgomery GI Bill and Army College 

Fund. Or, you could pay back up to $65,000 of qualifying 

student loans tllrough the Army's Loan Repayment Program. 

To find out more, contact 

1-800-llSA-ARMY 

Spring Break 
Call STS for the best deals to this year's top 10 Spring Break I 
destinations! Earn the highest rep commissions! Ask about 
our group discounts! Voted best party schedules. 
1-800-648-4849 www.ststravel.com. 
I 
Also, I felt that it was 
would also like to eventually get back into pro­
gramming of some sort and leadership. I hope to 
eventually, over the long term, move up through 
the ranks as a Director and hopefully as a Dean. 
What I really like is student contact, so I proba­
bly would not go for a Vice President position. 
Describe yourself in five words. 
You know that I've never had to do this. I've 
asked others to, but I never have done it my­
self. It is reallr hard. "I am Meagan 
Sage" and say that because fthink 
that it's too hard to put my person­
ality into five words. So saying 
that I am myself is what I am 
going to give as my answer. 
What is your biggest pet 
peeve? 
when 
people 
are not 
honest 
with me I 
feel that it is 
very disre­
spectful. 
What was 
your most em­
barrassing mo­
ment? 
I think my biggest pet peeve 
is people not bemg honest 
or people lying. I am 
honest with people 
and I am truthful 
with them 
about situ­
ations. 
So 
I've had a couple and 
most of them have re­
volved around my issue 
with tripping. I trip in em­
barrassing places, usually in 
front of a 10t of people. I 
staff members and agents that I had worked with all 
came together to write nomination letters for me. It 
made me realize that people respect me and the 
work that I do. A lot of time in student affairs we 
get dismissed as the people who just play and don't 
do anything serious and to see that tlle students rec­
ognized me as someone who played a role in mak­
ing them who they are and developing their lives 
really made me proud. 
What was your favorite Halloween costume as a 
kid? 
A gumball machine. My mom made me the coolest 
costume in the world. It was a clear plastic bag with 
all different colored balloons inside of it. There was 
the quarter slot and everything. 
In college? 
One year my girlfriends and I were the "Chipettes", 
the three girls that followed around "Alvin and The 
Chipmunks". They were like their girlfriends and 
haa their own little band. I don't remember which 
one I was but I had a cute little outfit and I was a lit­
tle chipmunk. 
What IS your favorite thing about Halloween? 
Dressing up and going with your friends is fun. It 
lets you be creative and someone else for awhile. 
And I like the candy a lot. Chocolate and peanut 
butter especially, in case anyone wants to arop 
some by my office. 
Are you superstitious? 
Not very superstitious but I believe in ghosts, we 
have one in my house. I believe some things, like if 
you drop the salt you have to throw it over your 
shoulder. If I went to school here I would not walk 
through the Archway. 
What is your biggest 
fear? 
This sounds silly. 
My biggest fear is 
that my parents 
are going to die 
soon. I know they 
are going to die someday but 
having my parents die soon 
and while I'm young; I 
couldn't handle that. 
Anything else that you 
would like to add? 
I love The Archway. 
Photo courtesy of John Crisafulli 
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By John Crisafulli 
Assistant Editor 
Meagan Sage is in the midst of her first year here at 
Bryant University. She was hired as the Assistant 
Director of Student Activities this summer. Some of 
her responsiblities include advising The Archway, 
The Ledger, WJMF, and The Commuter Connec­
tion. She is also involved with Orientation Leader 
selection and training and is the co-chair of the 
Awards and Recognition Committee for Student 
Affairs. As the advisor of The Archway, we felt it 
was only fair that we give her an extensive fea­
ture as a Halloween treat. I got the chance to sit 
down with Meagan and get quite the candid in­
terview. 
Where are you from? 
I grew up in Warwick, Rhode Island. I have 
been here my whole life except for the 
two years I left to go to grad school at 
Central Connecticut State University, 
when I lived in New Britain, CT. 
Where did you go to school and for 
what? 
I went to Roger Williams University and got a 
Bachelor's Degree in English Literature with a 
minor in Communication and a core concentra­
tion in Anthropology and Sociology. I lived there 
for four years even though home was close by. 
was very involved in the Programming Board 
and a lot of other things. Then I went on to grad 
school at Central Connecticut State University 
where I got my Master's in Educational Leadership 
with a Concentration in Student Personnel and 
Higher Education. 
Wliat made you decide on this career? 
When I was in college I was involved with the Pro­
gramming Board aQd I went to the National Associ­
ation for Campus Activities (NACA) conference as a 
student and my advisor introduced me to all these 
people who were advisors for other programming 
boards and Greek life. When I realized I could do 
this for my job and have fun and work with college 
students everyday I decided'okay I don't want to 
be a teacher anymore' . 
What brought you to Bryant? 
When I was about to graduate from Central I went 
on a lot of interviews at colleges in the Northeast. 
Bryant was one of my top choice schools. I really 
liked the sense of community that I got from every­
one that I interviewed with. 
very student centered here and that the administra­
tion really cared about what students thought. 
How haslour experience been so far? 
Very goo . I never advised media organizations be­
fore so that has been a new and exciting adventure. 
But I do like it a lot and its different everyday and 
eve2' week; we always have new challenges and 
that s what makes it fun. 
What do you like most about your job? 
This sounds corn~ but it's true. The students. It 
would be borin~ if I didn't have different personali­
ties of students In and out of my office everyday 
telling stories of their crazy weekend or needing 
help with planning a meeting or something like 
that. So every day the students are what get me 
back here and keep me happy with my job. 
Do you have long term goals in mind? 
I definitely want to stay ill student activities; I'm in 
student affairs for life, without a doubt. I will stay 
at Bryant for as long as the opportunity is here. As 
far as positions go, I enjoy advising media, but I 
would have to say that is one of the most embar~ass­
ing things, like falling down the st~rs in front ot 
large groups of students. 
Your proudest moment? 
Ummmm. My proudest moment was last year, at 
the NACA regional conference I won the M. Kevin 
Fahey Graduate Assistant Award for the whole 
Northeast region. It wasn't just a proud moment be­
cause it was an award, but because my students and 
Meagan Sage, Bryant's new nt Director of Student Activities keeps things 
lively on the third floor of the Bryant Center. 
• 
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Bulldog Reviews: The Prestige 
By Michael Pickowicz cians are obsessed with being on formances, playing guys who 
Staff Columnist top by any means possible. This have such distinct pOSItive and 
For the Halloween issue of The makes the overall appearance of negative qualities; I didn't know 
Archway, I've decided to review a the movie great. Ariother cool as­ who to root for as they started to 
movie that wouldn't be a typical pect of the movie, which I deceive one another. The only 
movie you'd see on the day of thought was interesting, was how thing that really bugged me about 
horror. The movie I'm going to re­ it was set up. By showing the the film is that near the end, the 
view is about less popular Hal­ ending of tne movie first, without movie, which was consistently re­
loween themes: magIC and being properly introduced to the alistic to the magician profession, 
mystery. started to teeter mto some science 
liThe Prestige" is a , fiction aspects. While kind of dis­
drama/suspense film di­ appointing, it can be forgivenJT f ~~~. I'~ l
rected by Christopher Nolan, I tnanks to the intriguing plot. 
of "Batman Begins" fame. "The Prestige" is a great movie 
The movie follows the paths if you're into a film that con­. ~.of two magicians, Rupert I .. ~.. \.{, . -' ,/ . / , stantly makes you wonder what's 

Angier (Hugh Jackman) and \\...\' ' , '- , going to happen next. I also 

Alfred Borden (Christian found myself so interested in the nuug: l'A\ I IJIUll' Ill. 11 Hlll lhnuJ.:hl Illt~\' 

Bale). Once partners on the '\~:I " . . " movie's main theme (being the would, I JIll Ul re'" lin nn:" 1.0 I",ui{~ i, 

same stage, the two broke , .. . prestige), that I reflected back to '___. ,,: • 1111 ~halll > 'I • Ii \\ h I (\I' , ""111 i. 

away after an accident dur­ 1 ,. . L see wnere it hid within the movie \'0111 

ing an act, caus d by Alfred, \ ~ '--- J/I more than I would for most Eng­

which lead to the death of lish classes. Just be careful when 

Rup t t's wife. Tension never viewing this movie. What you see 

heals between the two, and Photo Courtesy of Yahoo Movies m ay not be what you get. Or will 

when both start developing Andy Serkis. David Bowie and it? You'll just have to see this 

their own careers in the ~reat movie for yourself. I give
Hugh Jackman in a scene from 
same town, tile competition 	 'The Prestige" 4 Bulldogs out ofThe Prestige. to outdo and min the other's 5. 

act becomes great. Rupert, 

especially, wants to level the play­ characters, it gave me something 

ing fields so Alfred can feel the . to think about the entire movie. 

loneliness he feels. How far will 11us, like any good magic trick, 

the two magicians go to become had me questioning everything 

the man on top is the ultimate the movie dished out. While some 

question. may not like not getting the 
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liThe Prestige" brings a whole whole picture till the very end, 
other level to the profession of people who do will be quite re­
being a magician. It digs in to the warded. The main characters, 
dark world of magic, where magi- Bale and Jackman, give great per-
FiveWise Performs for Bryant Students 

By Brigit Clancy 	 new song that they had currently been working on. 
After the group played the new song, Kermy Staff Writer 
Mehler, tne lead vocalist and lead acoustic guitarist, 
told the crowd that they had just made up the songOn October 17, 2006, FiveWise, a Cormecticut­
as they went along.based quintet, played at Bryant. Their style and Mehler, along with Craig Struble (Harmonica),songs are comparable to alteql.ative and acoustic Joe O'Brien (Vocals/Bass), Charlie Sayer (Vocals/Per­style music. The concert was held in the South Cafe 
cussion), and Mike ,Keyes (Dmms), played the entireof the Bryant Center in front of an impressive audi­
show without an intermission or a break. Stmble,ence considering it however, stole was midweek. Al­
the show play­though they have ing the harmon­not had the benefit ica. Struble wasof much radio 
amazing. Heplay, FiveWise has 
seldom pauseda strong fan base from playingin colleges and 
and continueduniversities, par­
strong on eachticularly on the 
song until theEast coast. Five­
end.Wise has played Halfway here at Bryant a 
through thefew tImes' over the 
show, the bandpast several years, 
was joined on all of which were . 
stage by Bretsponsored by the Clancy, class ofStudent Program­ 2007 and a mem­mingBoard. ber of the Stu­FiveWise dentshowed fine form Programmingand executed their Board.long set with pre­ Des£ite tech­cision for the two Connecticut based quintet, FiveWise took the stage nical dffficulty hours that they 
and rocked South Cafe last Tuesday. The concert with the micro­performed. The phones at the be­band played a was sponsored by the Student Programming Board. ginning of thebroacfrange of 
show, the groupsongs from soft acoustic to alternative. Their songs put on a great musical performance. 	The crowdincluded older hits that FiveWise rerecorded them­ participated intermittently by clapping as the bandselves, such as "Down Under," as well as the played their set. The FiveWise concert was a hit. group's original songs. FiveWise also debuted a 
Photo Courtesy 
The Qe.'« IJaIt . 0'1 ~'. rthin& that can 
go wrong waU. DOO'lglV( up, WM 'Ct". 
E\t ,bing IUrTl!I UI ~ 11 Ul IJl end, 
r. comprv-
WJMF 
THE OF 
SS.7 
Give-a-ways this month. 
Listen online @ ~'ww,wjmf887,coln 
Don't forget Bryant Night @ Box 
Seats every Tuesday night th i 
9-1 
Featuring 1251bs. of 
free Chicken Wings!! 
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Continuing the winning tradition 

By Alan Waters "coach on the court", according to Gar­
Staff Writer lacy. Elysce Tackmann, a defensive spe­
cialist known for her dedication and 
When you think of dominating teams, you think heart for the game, rounds out the four 
of consistent winners and great players. That is seniors. 
what the Bryant volleyball team has been known for Bryant has also gained a lot from the 
over the past few years. The Bulldogs are the three other classes. Junior Tiffany Garry again 
time reigning Conference Champions, and have is proving why she is the two time Set­
posted an average of 32 wins a season for the past ter of the Year in the NE-lO conference. 
five years. Those are pretty solid numbers. Until this The Bulldogs are getting outstanding 
season, Bryant had only suffered one loss in the NE- play from sophomores Mo Atkins and 
10 in their past 42 matches; that is pretty impressive. Delia Glover. Bryant is also receiving 
This year's team has only lost two tough matches great contributions from many new 
and is still among the tor in the NE-lO standings. faces. Bryant has seven new players 
As of press time, Bryant s current record was 15-16 added to this year's team, including two 
overall with an 8-3 conference record. transfers from Division I programs as 
The volleyball team prides itself on tough play well as five true freshmen. Junior trans­
and facing the most competitive teams arouna, and fer Likica Grceva is another strong out­
they have been doing that this year. Earlier this year side hitter for Bryant. Sophomore 
Bryant went west to Sail Diego to face three top 25 transfer Monika Sattler brings more Di­
schools in Division II. This can only help the team, vision I experience to Bryant that can 
composed of new underclassmen as well as strong only help the program. 
leadership from the upperclassmen. Bryant has five freshmen who all 
Bryant is led by head coach Theresa Garlacy, who look to be essential in keeping the win­
opens up her 11th season with the Bulldogs. She has ning tradition alive. Adriana Fuertes, a 
led Bryant to 10 NCAA appearances, as well as four setter, looks to learn from Garry and 
conference championships. She is joined again by contribute to this year's team. Julie 
assistant coach Ted Garlacy, who enters his 13th sea­ GeOlIDotti and Lauren Warning give 
son as assistant coach and is known for his dedica­ Bryant even more depth at the outside 
tion and passion for the sport. New this year to the hitter position. Leanna Lam gives the 
team, but not to Bryant, is assistant coach Chuck defensive specialists depth and Morgan 
Stanley. Stanley was the Assistant Director of Resi­ Wood adds height to the middle hitter 
dence Life and now coaches the Bulldogs with valu­ position. 
able experience after being a Division Il1 With new faces and the valuable ex­
All-American in 1999 and 2000. perience of the upperclassmen com­
The Bulldogs will look for leadership from their bined with a whole bunch of talent on 
four seniors, which all have valuable experience and this year's squad, Bryant is ready to 
skills. Captain Jessica Cegarra is Bryants middle hit­ take another shot at the Conference 
ter and is one of a few Bryant players named Con­ Title. Look for them to be playing in 
ference Player of the Week so tar this year. Vanessa the NCAA Tournament once again this 
Tiffany Garry sets for her teammate in a recent match. 
Lavallee plays the position of outside hitter, and is year. 
known for her big game performances. Captain 
Beth Schlatterer along with Cegarra plays the posi­
tion of middle hitter and is known for being the 
Top Dogs 

Bryan Gravel 
Year: Senior 
Sport: Soccer 
Why this dog was picked: Scored two 
goals and added an assist in Bryant's 
two wins this week. Scored his team's 
final goal of the season in his final ca­
reer match. Finished the season with six 
goals and four assists, tops on the team 
in both categories. 
Nicole Radzik 
Year: Junior 
Sport: Cross Country 
Why this dog was picked: Placed fifth 
overall in the Northeast-10 Tournament, 
with a time of 19:25, leading the 
women's team to an eighth-place finish. 
Also named first-team All-Conference 
member. 
Varsity Sports: 
Field Hockey: Thu, Oct. 26 at Franklin Pierce * 6:00 PM; Sat, 
Oct. 28 at American International* 12:00 PM 
Volleyball: Fri, Oct. 27 at Southern Connecticut* 7:00 PM; Sat, 
Oct. 28 vs. Pace* 11:00 AM; Tue, Oct. 31 vs. Assumption* 7:00 
PM 
Swimming: Sat, Oct. 28 at Roger Williams 11:30 AM; Sun, 
Oct. 29 at Bentley Invitational 
Men's Basketball: Wed, Nov. 1 at Syracuse (Pre-season) 7:00 
PM 
Women's Soccer: Fri, Oct. 27 vs. Saint Rose (Playoffs) 
*- Denotes a Conference game 
Club Sports: 
Hockey: Fri, Oct. 27 at UMass Amherst (ACHA) 9:00 PM; Sat, 
Oct. 28 at UNH (ACHA) 9:30 PM 
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2006-07 
Men's Basketball 
Schedule 
Date Opponent Time 
November 
Wed 1 at Syracuse 7:00PM 
Mon6 atUconn 7:00PM 
Wed 15 at Philadelphia 6:00PM 
Sat 18 American International 7:30PM 
Tue21 Saint Anselm'" 7:30PM 
Sun 26 at Franklin Pierce'" 3:30PM 
Wed 29 Assumption'" 7:30PM 
December 
Sat 2 at UMass Lowell'" 4:00PM 
Tue5 at Bentley'" 7:30PM 
Sat 9 Southern N.H." 3:30PM 
Wed 13 atStonehiW 7:30PM 
Fri 29 Le Moyne'" 5:00PM 
Sat 30 Bridgeport 3:00PM 
January 
Wed 3 at Merrimack'" 7:30PM 
Sat 6 Saint Rose'" 3:30PM 
Tue9 at Assumption'" 7:30PM 
Thu 11 Pace'" 7:30PM 
Sat 13 Stonehill'" 3:30PM 
Wed 17 at Southern N.H. ... 7:30PM 
Sat 20 at LeMoyne 3:00PM 
Sat 27 UMass Lowell'" 3:30PM 
Wed 31 at Saint Anselm'" 7:30PM 
February 
Sat 3 Bentley'" 3:30PM 
Tue6 Franklin Pierce'" 7:30PM 
Sat 10 at American International'" 3:30PM 
Sun 11 atCW Post 3:30PM 
Wed 14 at Saint Michael's'" 7:30PM 
Sat 17 at Southern Connecticut* 3:30PM 
Tue20 Merrimack'" 7:30PM 
Home Games in Bold 
...- Denotes Conference Game 
2006.07 
Roste.. 
No. Name Yr. Pos. Hgt. 
2 Raymond Witkos Fr. G 6-0 
3 Andrew Lyell SO. FIG 6-5 
4 Jerann Wright SO. FIG 6-7 
10 Peter Lambert So. G 6-1 
11 NathanielSudlow Sr. G 6-0 
14 Chris Bums Sr. G 6-0 
20 Orlando Baeza So. G 6-0 
21 Jon Ezeokoli Jr. G 6-3 
22 Dan Hammond Sr. F 6-5 
23 Nick Pontes So. F 6-6 
25 Chris Casey Fr. G 6-1 
32 Ryan McLean So. F 6-7 
33 Cecil Gresham Fr. FIG 6-5 
50 Dana Mauro Fr. F 6-4 
Gearing up for a 
competitive season 
By Stephen Demers 	 from their NCAA Division II Championship 
appearance. In order to get back to that levelSports Editor 
of success, the Bulldogs are going to have toComing off another strong season which 
score baskets a different way this season in thesaw the Bulldogs finish with a 21-10 record, 
absence of Williams. "We are not going to behead coach Max Good will once again lead the 
able to make the easy talent baskets. JOM men's basketball team in the competitive 
Williams scored a lot just on talent and comingNortheast-l0 conference for the 2006-07 sea­
son. 	 down and hitting threes. We are going to have 
to rely more on execution and I Hunk we will . This year's team will face the challenge of 
need to create more misses on defense and re­competing without guard John Williams, who bound those misses and get more running bas-graduated in May. Williams averaged 20.3 
points a game last season and 
was the leader of the team on the 
court. "John Williams was one of 
the premier point guards ever in 
this league. It would be hard for 
me to believe that there was ever 
a point guard better in this 
league. That is such a pivotal po­
sition in today's game. When 
your point guard is your best 
player, you are J)fobably going 
to be good," saia Coach Good. 
The Bulldogs are counting on 
some returning players to offset 
the loss of WiUiams this season. 
One of those players is senior 
guard Chris Bums. Bums aver­
aged 32 minutes a game last sea­
son and almost 12 pOints. Also in 
the backcourt is senior Nathaniel 
Sudlow, who averaged 17 min­
utes a game last season. 
The front court will feature 
Jon Ezeokoli, Jerrann Wright, 
Dan Hammond, and Nick 
Pontes. Each is coming off a fine 
season for the Bulldogs and their 
experience will be a huge plus 
for the Bulldogs. Ezeokoh, a 
junior from South Orange, NJ, 
and Wright, a sophomore from 
Cincinnati, OH, averaged 5.7 
and 4 rebounds, respectively. 
Hammond, a senior forward 
from Brunswick, ME, averaged 
6.1 rebounds a game. Pontes, a 
sophomore from New Bedford, 
MA, pulled in four rebounds a 
game. These four players will be 
counted on heavily by Coach 
Good during the season. 
'The Bulldogs are going to 
have to get more intense on the 
boards, however, if they expect 
to succeed in the NE-1O this sea- Senior guard Chris Burns will be counted on heavily 
son. Last season, the Bulldogs' this season. 
were 208th out of 275 Division II 
teams in rebounding, but that was with kets" said Good. 
Williams. "We did not rebound the ball well Bryant will face their first challenge of the 
last year and we were able to win 21 games in season in less than a week. They open their 
spite of it. But later in the year come playoffs, pre-season against Division-I powerhouse 
you got to be able to rebound" said Coach Syracuse on November 1. The Bulldogs also 
Good. play against UConn. In 2004, the NCAA im-
Bulldog fans can expect to see an aggressive plemented a rule that prohibited Division 1 
style of basketball when they watch the games schools from playing exhibition games against 
this year. AAUteams. Since 
'We try to ----------------- then, Bryant has 
play offen- "We are going to have to rely more on execu- played against
sive of- some of the best 
fense and tion and I think we will need to create more college basketball 
offensive misses on defense and rebound those ml"sses teams in the coun­defense. try during the pre-
We are not and get more running basket" season. "l think it's 
reactive, something our 
but active. -Coach Max Good players really look 
We try to forward to doing 
play on at- ----------------. - and if anything 
tack on offense and defense" added Coach else, it speeds up the conditioning process be-
Good. cause if they know in the summer that we are 
That aggressive style of basketball will be playing those teams, they need to be ready 
necessary for the Bulldogs in the competitive sooner," said Coach Good. 
~E-I0. Both,Bentley and Stonehill are compet- The Bulldogs open the regular season on 
ltiye perenmally and look to be good again the road against Philadelphia University, one 
this season. Coach Good certainly recognizes of two non-conference sames this season. The 
the strength of the NE-I0. "Our league is ve9:' Bulldogs home opener IS No ember 18'" 
tough. It is rare in our league that teams don t against American International. Bryant has a 
have at least four or five losses, so we beat total of 13 home games this season. 
each other up. There is never a night where As the 2006-07 men's basketball season gets 
you can just show up and win. Anybody is ca- underway, get ready to "pack the pound" for a 
pable of beating you," he said. season of intense basketball. 
The Bulldogs are now two years removed 
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Women's basketball 
looking foward to an 
improved season 
By Christopher Ficalora 
Assitant Sports Editor 
Last season the Bulldogs won their final 
game 70-55 over Merrimack to end the season 
9-18 overall and 6-16 in the Northeast-lO Con­
ference. They broke the single season school 
record for three point field goals made with 
138, hitting 6 out of 22 that night. Shannon 
Perry will be missed on the court this season. 
She holds the school record for rebounds per 
game with 12.7. 
Bryant also 
said goodbye 
to a very spe­
cial Pamela 
Malcolm, who 
was one of the 
best Connecti­
cut high school 
Joanna Skiba ended last season The Bull­
dogs kickedwith a total of 62 3-point field 
off the season 
goals and averaged 16 points per at their annual 
Midnightgame. Madness cele­
bration two 
basketball players to date but was seriously in­
jured in a tragic car accident before corning to 
Bryant. 
Head Coach Mary Burke will be leading the 
pack for the 15th straight season this year with 
a record of 180 wins and 182 losses. Her best 
season Lhus far was back in 2003-2004, 22 wins 
and 8 losf:es en route to the Regional Final 
game. Thi as n, they will aim to a hieve at 
least 50% wins compared to a rough 9 wins 
and 18 losses. 
Helping to achieve this will be Joanna 
Skiba, a senior from Providence, Rhode Island. 
She hopes to lead her teammates to the win­
ners' circle. Skiba ended last season with a 
total of 62 3-point field goals and averaged 16 
pOints per g,ame. Lauren Rubenoff, senior 
from New Hartford, Conn., also returns for 
the Bulldogs. Rubenoff had the third most 
field goals with a total of 91 and a field goal 
percentage of 
35.8%. 
weeks back. Both the men's and women's bas­
ketball teams were introduced, after which 
they showed off their talents with lay-up and 
dunk routines. President Machtl y was also 
showing off his "talents" in a shooting contest 
against Orlando Baeza. If you happened to 
have missed the season kick-off don't fret! The 
first game will be November ITh against 
Queens, so make sure to keep that date open 
and corne support our Bulldogs . . 
2006-07 

WOlDen's 

Basketball 

Date 
November 
Fri 17 
Sat 18 
Tue21 
Sun 26 
Wed 29 
December 
Sat 2 
Tue5 
Sat 9 
Wed 13 
Sun 17 
Fri 29 
Sat 30 
January 
Wed 3 
Sat 6 
Tue9 
Thu 11 
Sat 13 
Wed 17 
Sat 20 
Sat 27 
Wed 31 
February 
Sat3 
Tue6 
Sat 10 
Wed 14 
Sat 17 
Tue 20 
Schedule 
Opponent Time 
Queens 5:30PM 
Felician 3:30PM 
st. Anselm's"" 5:30PM 
at Franklin Pierce"" 1:30PM 
Assumption"" 5:30PM 
at UMass Lowell"" 2:00PM 
at Bentley* 5:30PM 
Southern N.H."" 1:30PM 
at Stonehill* 5:30PM 
Bridgeport 3:00PM 
at Barry 6:00PM 
at Nova Southeastern 4:00PM 
at Merrimack* 5:30PM 
Saint Rose* 1:30PM 
at Assumption* 5:30PM 
Pace"" 5:30PM 
Stonehill"" 1:30 PM 
at Southern N.H.* 5:30PM 
atLe Moyne 1:30 PM 
UMass Lowell * 1:30 PM 
at Saint Anselm* 5:30PM 
Bentley"" 1:30 PM 
Franklin Pierce* 5:30PM 
at American International* 1:30PM 
at Saint Michael's* 5:30PM 
at Southern Connecticut"" 1:30 PM 
Merrimack"" 5:30PM 
Lynn-Ann Kokoski, a junior, averaged 7 points and 2 assists a game last season. 
Home Games in Bold 
>f_ Denotes Conference Game 
No. 
3 
4 
5 
10 
14 
15 
20 
21 
22 
23 
31 
32 
33 
40 
44 
2006·07 
Roste.. 
Player Yr POSe Hght 
Joanna Skiba Sr. G 5-6 
Jessica Cegarra Sr. F 5-10 
Cara Johnson So. G 5-10 
Lylme-Ann KokoskiJr. G 5-4 
Kristin Mraz Fr. G 5-7 
Lauren Rubenoff Sr. F 6-0 
Kailah AI-Darraji Fr. G 5-7 
Courtney 
Schermerhorn Fr. G 5-10 
Kelsey O'Keefe Fr. G/F 6-1 
Alyssa Michella So. G 5-9 
Kristen Dessingue Fr. F 6-0 
Jamie Campbell Fr. F 6-0 
Adrianne Mayshar Fr. C 6-2 
Erin Murphy Sr. G 5-8 
Stephanie Fontaine So. F 6-0 
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Bulldog Bites 
 The Waters Way: 

Melee in Miami
Bulldogs Trounce Saint Anselm 41-0 The Parents and Family Weekend crowd at Bulldog Sta­dium saw an impressive offensive showing last Saturday. 
Lorenzo Perry rushed for 224 yards and had two touch­
downs. He now has a school record 1,503 yards rushing this 
season. Other highlights in the game included Michael Mor­
gan intercepting a pass and running 45 yards for the touch­
down and quarterback Charlie Granatell throwing two 
touchdown passes during the game. The Bulldogs have a 
break this week, but return to action Saturday, November 4th 
at Bentley. 
Bulldogs Drop a Spot Despite Win 
The Bryant football team dropped a spot to fifth in the 
NCAA Northeast Regional Rankings, despite their win this 
past weekend. The big mover was Southern Connecticut 
who jumped from No.6 to No.3 following their win over 
Cw. Post last Friday. Cw. Post dropped a spot to No.4 fol­
lowing their loss. 
Regional Poll 
1. Shepherd (7-0) 
2. Bloomsburg (7-1) 
3. Southern Connecticut (5-3) 
4. Cw. Post (6-2) 
5. BRYANT (6-2) 
6. California, PA (6-2) 
7. Merrimack (5-3) 
8. Indiana, PA (6-1) 
9. East Stroudsburg (6-2) 
10. AIC (5-2) 
11. West Chester (5-3) 
12. Bentley (4-4) 
Cross Country NE-I0 Championships Held at Bryant 
The Bryant men's and women's cross country teams com­
peted in the NE-lO championships last weekend. The men 
placed sixth and the women eighth. The women's top fin­
isher was Nicole Radzik. She earned first team all-confer­
ence honors with a fifth place finish in a time of 19:25. The 
men were led by Andrew Holmes who was 4th in 20:53. The 
NCCA Regional Championships will be held at Franklin 
Park November 5th. 
Men's Soccer Closes out Season 
The Bryant men's soccer team ended their season with a 
3-1 win over American International College last Saturday. 
The Bulldogs found out before the game that they narrowly 
missed the playoffs due to a win by UMass Lowell, but the 
Bulldogs didn't let that news put a damper on senior night. 
Senior Justin Steppnowski scored just four minutes into the 
game. In the second half, Taylor Saba and Bryan Gravel 
each scored. The Bulldogs finished this season 8-5 overall 
and 5-5-3 in the NE-lO. 
Women:s Soccer Advances to NE-I0 Semifinals 
Junior Diane Pascale scored two goals, including the 
game winner, as the Bulldogs defeated Merrimack College 
2-1 in a NE-lO Quarterfinal round match. Bryant will ad­
vance to the NE-10 Conference semifinals where they will 
face top-ranked Saint Rose this Friday. TIle Bulldogs have 
now tied the school record for wins in a season. 
The Bulldogs have also moved up to fourth in the NCAA 
Division II Northeast Region Rankings. The top four ranked 
teams will advance to the NCAA tournament. 
Golf Wins New England Championships 
The Bulldogs captured the Division II title at the New 
England Championships on Tuesday. They finished with a 
team score of 630. Mike Philipp was the top individual fin­
isher. He finished in a tie for 45th individually with a two 
day score of 157. 
Field Hockey Seniors Named to All Star Team 
Laynie Sadler and Kristen Tighe were named to the Divi­
sion II NFHCA North/South All Star Game. The game will 
be played November 18th at Wake Forrest University. 
Michaela Dwyer and Deanne Viveiros were named as alter­
nates to the roster. 
By Alan Waters 
Staff Writer 
When two teams meet for the first time 
there can be a lot of hype surrounding the 
game, especially when they are in-state teams. 
Most people believe anything can happen in 
these games, because the teams do not really 
know each other. Well that is exactly what 
happened during the Miami vs. Florida Inter­
national game this past weekend. Anything 
and everything took place during the game, 
including a 35-0 win for the 'Canes. They are 
struggling desperately to salvage their season 
and head coach Larry Coker's job. These facts, 
however, became the side story of this event, 
which showcased one of the bIggest fights in 
recent NCAA history. 
In what seemed to be a WWE royal rumble 
on the football field, both sides became entan­
letes are supposed to be representing their 
school and their team along with their fami­
lies. What occurred was an embarrassment to 
all of those categories. When I see players 
stomping on other players, resembling another 
incident a few weeks back(for anyone who re­
members the Tennessee Titans game), it makes 
me sick to think what is going through their 
heads. It must not be a lot, I can tell you that. I 
get mad with the best of them and I have 
played football my whole life; not once have I 
ever slammed my helmet on my opponent or 
stomped on their head because I wanted to 
"protect my house." I mean sure I have 
thought hard about going after my rival; we 
all have, but I have more common sense than a 
five year old, and know if the game is tele­
vised or I am in front of thousands of people 
to behave rationally. 
Brandon Meriweather, captain of the Canes, 
Courtesy of the MeT Campust 
Miami beat FlU 35-0 two weeks ago, but the brawl that took place overshadowed 
Bulldog Players Honored with Academic Honors 
Bryant men's soccer player Matt Amsden and women's 
soccer player Diane Pascale were named to the NE-lO Con­
ference Soccer All-Academic team. 
. 

the win. 
gled in a vicious brawl that caused a total of 31 
student athlete suspensions. It has also seen 
flU dismiss two oftheir own and extend the 
suspensions of the rest indefinitely. Miami has 
suspended 12 players for one game. They have 
also suspended Anthony Reddick indefinitely, 
who was videotaped running across the field 
wit~ his helmet in hand swinging at the op­
posmg team's players. 
The mess has continued now that Univer­
sity of Miami President Donna Shalala de­
fended the punishments given to her players, 
and explained there is now a no tolerance pol­
icy for fighting. This has also opened the 
NCAA to further investigate the situation and 
may cause the NCAA to develop a policy for 
such incidents that occur on the fierd. Lamar 
Thomas lost his TV analyst job, due to the 
statements he made during the brawl on tele­
vision, which in my eyes is absolutely dis­
graceful for Miami football and for Thomas 
personally. . 
Overall, everything that has happened is 
unbelievable in my eyes. First off, now can 
such a fight even start; it is not like these teams 
have a heated rivalry. It's the first time they 
have met! Even if it was the 100th time they 
met it would still not be acceptable. These ath­
was the one stomping on other players. He did 
make a statement apologizing, which I com­
mend, but how can you be the leader of the 
team and contribute to such a ridiculous situa­
tion? There is no excuse for what happened on 
the field, and you can only hope that these 
things are corrected. 
Personally I feel a one game suspension for 
these acts is a bit ludicrous. How can the 
NCAA be so upset about this to make a policy, 
yet only sit the people for a game? It sounds to 
me as if they are telling the kids "if you take 
cookies from the jar once it is okay but please 
do not do it again." How is a one game sus­
pension enough? I can not comRrehend that. 
Sit these kids for at least four to five games 
and make them understand that this is serious 
and is not going to happen again. 
As a student athlete 1 can understand get­
ting caught up in the moment; any of us can, 
but to that extent? Come on now.The real 
problem is that this situation has only created 
more problems for the University of Miami 
football program, w:hich is already under a lot 
of pressure this year for their at best mediocre 
performance. You can learn from incidents like 
this to use your head, not your helmet! 
• • 
• 
• 
. 
'-­__________.___ 
fice! 
So if you don't vote this upcoming election, then 
shame on you. You still have time to apply for an absen­
tee ballot, and if it's too late in your state, then make the 
drive home on Tuesday, November 7, 2006 and let them 
know you're young, pIssed off, and tired of how things 
are bemg run in Washington. The more young peorle 
who show up to vote, the more focus politicians wIll 
place on the issues we care about. There are so many 
people in the world who don't have the privilege of a 
vote and it's disgraceful of you to take your vote for 
granted by simply ignoring it. 
Omit.to apply for your alRnteeballot! 
Sate Receiwby Whtte 
Maine No dead1ine* 
Massachusetts Nov. 6 @ 12 PM 
Connectirut Nov. 7 @8 PM 
New Hampshire No deadline* 
1Tl311Je.gav 
l113SS.gav 
sots.ct.gav 
sos.nhgav 
Vf'17Tlont-eJecoons.org 
eJecoons.state.ny.us 
state.njus 
dos.state.pa.us 
Vennont Nov. 6 @ 5 PM 
NewYork Oct. 3 I @12 PM 
New Jersey Oct. 3 I 
Pennsylvania Oct. 3 I 
*Must receive ballot on or before election day. 
o Inl0 
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.Observations The Daley Soap Box: Vote On! 

By Lauren Cimino and Ryan P. Daley Enough of the cliche "vote to par~ Why is a $30 billion profit for ExxonMobil amidst $3 
Money from parents 
How would you feel if you were 
spending $35,000 a year for your kid to 
attend college, and you get a phone 
call from the school asking you to 
make a donation? Well Bryant Emis­
saries are calling your parents and ask­
ing for some more money to line the 
school's pockets, as if they're not fork­
ing enough cash over already. Further­
more, if they call and your mother is 
the person who agrees to donate, they 
send the bill to your father! Can we say 
"patriarchy?" 
P&F Weekend 
Parents and Family Weekend went 
very well - complimented by the gor­
geous weather, the weekend's festivi­
ties were marked with abundant 
attendance. The sports teams, as well 
as the Players and Singers put on great 
shows. We'd like to say "Job well 
done" to everyone involved who 
worked so hard to make it a success . 
The Emperor's new groove 
And you thought Bryant's obsession 
with China was starting to get a little 
out of hand ... Saturday, October 21, 
2006, at the State of the University Ad­
dress, "Emperor" Machtley wore a tra­
ditional Chinese shirt on stage when 
speaking of Bryant's commitment to 
expanding international relations with 
China. Humorous, but a bit scary 
nonetheless. 
Fob problems 
Approximately 100 students received 
an e-mail from the Lockshop on Friday, 
October 20, 2006 informing them of a 
"problem" with their fobs which might 
cause them to "most likely stop work­
ing within the next few days." So what 
were we supposed to do if it shut off 
Saturday night? Conveniently wait for 
someone to come to the door and let us 
in we suppose. 
A:JA . HWAY 
Slafr Cunt.lct IntllflnallOn 
If you need to contact The Archway or Lauren Cimino 
an)' staff member, please fecI frec to I~'CEditor-In-Chief 
the contact infonnation listed below. Assislant Editor: John Cruafulli 
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Guidelines for Comment ... 
We welcome your comments and submissions on editorials, articles, or top­
ics of importance to you. Only letters including author's name,. and phone 
number will be consIdered for publication (phone numbers will not be printed, 
they are for verification purposes only). 
Letters to the Editor of 300 words or fewer will have the best chance of 
being published. Also, except in extraordinary circumstances, we will not print 
submissions exceeding 500 words. All submissions are printed at the discretion 
of the newspaper staff. The Archway staff reserves the nght to edit for length, 
accuracy, cianty, and libelous material. 
Letters and submissions must be submitted electronically. Bryant Univer­
sity community members can email submissions to: archway@jbryant.edu. Let­
ters and articles can also be given to The Archway on disk. They can be left in 
The Archway drop box on the third floor of the Bryant Center or disks can be 
mailed t!:trou~ campus mail to box 7. 
The deadlIne for all submissions is by 5 p.m. on the Monday prior to publi­
cation (for a complete production schedule. contact The Archway office). Late 
submissions will be accepted at the discretion of The Archway staff and more 
t!:tau likely will be held until the next issue. 
Members of the B,yant community are welcome to take one copy of each 
edition of Tht' Arr:hway tor tree. If you are interested in purchasing multiple 
copies for a price of 50 cents each, please contact The Archway officc. Please 
note that ncwspaper the ft is a crime. Those who violate the single copy rule 
may be subject to d i~c ipl inary action. 
Tl,c Archway 
Bryant University, Box 7 
1150 Douglas Pike 
Smithfield, RI 02917 
Location: Bryant Center. 3rd floor 
Phone: (401) 232-6028 

(401) 232-6488 

Fax: (40 I) 232-671 0 

E-mail: archway@bryant.edu 
ticipate in our democracy" or "vote~;, because otherwise you can't com­
plain about anything our elected 
officials do." As felicitous as these 
o ._.. i . reasons are, the main reason yout-
should vote is because you're
"' ..... Eissed off at what our country and 
the world are turning into. Con-
L....._-==-__--I gress has approval ratings of 16%­
By Ryan P. Daley the lowest since the Democrats 
Opinion Editor screwed up royally in the early1990s and 10st control to the Re­
publicans in the '94 election. Bush has his lowest ap­
proval rating ever, hovering around 35%, and it's still 
<Jropping! They hate the US overseas 
because of our ignorance and macabre 
foreign policy. And, in the past two 
elections, only one in three 18-24 year 
olds has shown up to the polls to cast 
his or her ballot. This year we need to 
change that. 
Do you see politicians advertising in 
Rolling Stone, on MTY, or visiting col­
lege campuses to rally the masses? 
No! Why not? Because traditionally, 
kids our age don't give enough of a 
damn to make it worth their time. 
Most politicians only invest their time photo courtesy of amberpinestudios.com blanket statements, calling all politicians 
"assholes" yet not voting them out of of-where they will get a worthwhile re­

turn, typically at adult venues and in elderly communi­

ties where they vote twice as much as us 18-24 year 

olds. 

As young adults in college, there are a number of im­
portant issues directly impacting our future which you 
should care about: 
The war in Iraq is getting bloodier every day. 80% of 
people fighting in Iraq are under 35 years old. You 
mi~t even know some people over there, sacrificing 
theIr lives for our safety. Also, we, America's youth, are 
the ones who will be paying the $400 + billion dollar 
cost of the war so far. 
Education funding is facing a disaster. Congress has 
been cutting federal aid for students since 2000. One in 
five capable high school graduates can't even afford to 
go to college. The average college graduate is $20,000 in 
aebt. 
Reproductive rights are being tested. Whether or not 
you are pro-choice or pro-life - either you believe abor­
tion is morally wrong.and want to protect the helpless 
unborn's right to life, or you want to have the freedom 
to decide in the instance of facing an unwanted preg­
nancy - you should at least care enough to vote! 
Stem cell research, which could someday save your 
life, is being threatened. Maybe you think it's morally 
wrong, or maybe you want to see a possible cure to nu­
merous diseases and have better technology and more 
options available for your health in the future. 
Alternative energy is our future. So why do our 
politicians put oil industry subsidies in the budget? 
Kennedy Uncensored: The 

Rights of Man 

Due to the importance of this 
topic alld the length ofelabora­
ti01l it requires, this series will 
be done in two parts. Stick 
around for part 2 next week. 
Everywhere you go you 
can not help but hear tne 
drum beat of "civil rights." 
illegal immigrants wno tres­
By Brian Kennedy pass on American soil have a 
Staff Columnist right to be here and use our 
hospital emergency rooms 
and welfare services because "no human is ille­
gal." Marriage, though not mentioned in any 
founding document anywhere, is a "right" that 
people enl'oy getting public benefits from. It is 
supposedlY based on mutual consent, rather than 
wnat good that union does to promote stability in 
society, at least if you ask those who want to 
change marriage to include alternative relation­
ships. Emanations, penumbras, foreshadows, and 
nuances in the constitution allow for a right to 
murder your own child. As long as you happen to 
The 0pJ'I11'on pages ofThe ArcIHFay f("atllJ"c the 0p/JJI'ons or 
dlC idcntified coilll11nis[s and l-vritcrs, IvIJ1'ch are nor ncccssariIF 
J 
those of The ;-\rchway or Bryant Lln/vcrsirr 
per gallon gas prices good for our economy? We should 
be investing in alternative, cleaner, renewable energy 
sources instead of extending our dependence on foreign 
oil. 
The environment is slowly deteriorating and global 
warming is destroying the earth. It's unsafe to eat too 
much tuna because of the high mercury levels in the 
ocean. Global warming is going to eliminate our beauti­
ful New England snowy winters, possibly in our life­
time. Pollutants are ruining our fresh air. 
We need a change in Washington. We need to show 
politicians that we aren't the puppets they think we are. 
We need to show them that we give a damn and won't 
put up with their pork and corruption, or the lies and 
deception we're constantly fed. We need 
people with spines to stand up and force 
Change, and it won't happen without you 
casting your ballot on November 7, 2006. 
We as college students have the brain­
power and magnitude to make waves, 
but right now we're barely making a tiny 
ripple. We're apathetic. We're wallflow­
ers. We sit baCK and complain when 
things aren't going the way we like them 
to. We laugh at :r,arodies of George Bush 
on SNL but don t pubJicly protest the in­
---' justices of his administration. We make 
be the one carrying it, with no consideration given 
for the life you are about to take, you have the 
right to murder. 
People have forgotten the difference between 
rights and privileges, and concern themselves with 
squawking about the next "civil rights" violation 
that advances their a~enda. There are many 
philosophies about nghts, but the ones we use in 
America are heavily influenced by John Locke: life, 
liberty, and property. The Declaration of Independ­
ence lists on1y 3 rights, life, liberty, and the pursuit 
of happiness. The Bill of Rights in the Constitution 
covers freedom of speech, freedom of assembly, 
freedom to publish (press), freedom of religion, the 
right to bear arms, to be free from unreasonable 
search and seizure (key word: unreasonable), 
right to due process, equal protection under law, 
right to a speedy trial, and right to trial by jury. 
Some use.the 9th Amendment as a justification for 
newly fabricated rights, but in reality it just says 
that these rights should not be construed to deny 
or disparage other rights retained by the people; it 
does not create a loophole for writing in random· 
rights. Cont'd on page 13 
• 
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Academic Advising: Mis-Ad vis- I Letter to the editor: 
ing Students One Day at a Time Dear editor, apply. 
On behalf of the Intercultural Center 4MILE aims not to segregate, but 
By Brett Lousararian a student take both a 200 and 300 (ICC), we are responding to Ryan rather, retain multicultural and interna­
level science course in order to grad- I Daley'S article entitled, "The Daley Soap tional students. Due to a lack of diver­Contributing Writer 
uate. Common sense would indi­ Box: diversity just is...sup~rficial at sity within faculty and staff, it is hard 
It has been a tumultuous four cate that a newly implemented rule Bryant" (The Archway, October 13, 2006). for diverse students to find positive role 
should only affect Hie incomingyears for many students because of Although we are not disagreeing that di­ models on campus. This is where 4MILE 
the ineffectiveness of the Academic class, but when this point was made, I versity on this campus is superficial­ leaders come in. They provide first yearAcademic Advising was confident .AdvisingDepartment at Bryant Uni­ we do believe that his article falsely students with academic, cultural, per­that it applied to an students. Onlyversity. The sole function of this de­ conveys this message. Targeting the sonal, and social support over the nextafter countless complaints of angerpartment is to provide students with ICC's efforts to retam diverse students four years. Without mentors, m~ny of usand confusion was It finally squaredaccurate information of graduation 
will not validate the University'S claims would have had trouble adjusting to thisaway and students were maderequirements so that stuoents can 
that diversity just is... new lifestyle.aware of the real rule. One has toconfidently register for classes. As 
ask the question, if advisors are not First and foremost, we would like to Through the 4MILE experience wesimple as this lask may sound, Aca­
sure of the requirements, how are ask, how well would you cope in a situa­ may have bonded with people whodemic Advising has failed miserably. 
students expected to know them? tion where you were the only multicul­ share our values, but it was not the ICC'sStudents scnedule appointments If this isn't bad enough, howin order to assure themselves of re­ tural student at your freshman intentions for us to form cliques or seg­
about the e-mails that were sent toquirements, but often leave even orientation? Now envision that this is regate ourselves. Instead, we wish tosome seniors over the summermore confused than when they first your first time in the US. Do you hon­ take our knowledge and extend it to telling many of them they werewalked in. Even worse, they find estly believe that these students should those who are not culturally aware. Asshort a class and were in danger ofout months later from other students 
not be allowed to become acquainted stated by Ms. Chelsea Lung'aho, "thenot graduating. This sort of notifica­that the information they were pro­
with this campus, this state, or this ICC gives students the foundation andtion would have been very beneficialvided was false. had it actually taken into account country, prior to the official move-in strength to be confident and more in­At a school where requirements 
that a lot of the seniors who these date? volved in other campus activities."are strict and leave little or no room 
emails were sent too still had sum­for error, more often than not stu­ We'd like to start by saying that Moreover, we would like to empha­
mer internships pending. Thesedents find themselves being misad­ within your article, you contradict your­ size the fact that sports teams and resi­
emails had many students confusedvised. I have spoken to numerous self. At first, you criticize the ICC and dent assistants, sororities andand worried. Some figured out thestudents in order to gain a broader accuse them of not properly enforcing fraternities, also move in early andmistake on their own, while othersperspective of the assumed incom­ diversity. You then in your summary "clique" with one another. The soal ofcalled Academic Advising for an­jJetence of the department and al­
state that this inadequate center is both any of these organizations is to Inform, swers. During the summer hours itthough my expenence with the 
needed and successfully responsible for educate, and raise awareness about theirwas difficult to get a hold of an advi­department has been less than stel­
sor for an answer, which led to the encouragement of diversity work­ values and beliefs. The ICC should notlar, I was shocked to learn of even 
many weeks of uncertainty. When shops and programs. Furthermore, the be held accountable for teaching diver­more ridiculous stories. 
an answer was finally received, Aca­One memorable example was the ICC does NOT categorize students as sity to an entire campus that is not en­demic Advising simply told stu­scientific mode of thouglit require­ "multicultural" based on their appear­ tirely supportive of our efforts. Indents that theyKnew internshipsment about a year and half ago. ance. Instead,. this is determined oased conclusion, we encourage you and any­were still penaing and to disregardCountless stuaents were misad­ on how students self-identify him or her­ one else to attend our meetings andthe message. Wliy then were tIleyvised, being told that, althouo-h self on their Admissions Application. events. See for yourself how participa­sending emails to students prema­many of them had already ta~en the This information is transferred to the tion in our programs can enhance yourturely and worrying them UIU1eces­two required 200-level SCIentific ICC who then informs these students understanding of what diversity trulysarily? Wouldn t it have been bettermode of thought courses, they for everyone if they waited until the about programs such as 4MILE and the means.would have to take an additional 
end of the summer, or better yet, BROSSIS list servo However, no students Regards,science course at the 300-level be­
only sent notifications to studentscause of the new rule that had been have or ever will be denied participation Apryl Silva & Maria Musarskaya 
implemented. The new rule required in ICC programs. All you have to do isCont'd on page 13 
Multipartisan Hackery: CNN 
____ 
Conservative: 
Sleven McKenna 
CNN's airing of a United 
States Military member being 
shot and killed by an insur­
gent sniper is u tterly disgrace­
ful for several reasons. First 
and foremost, it undermines 
the war effort by playing per­
fectly into the terrorists' war 
strategy. The terrorists' goal in 
this war is quite clear. They want to terrify, intimi­
date and scare Iraqis and Americans so that they 
will leave Iraq anaAfghanistan. Terrorist opera­
tions have been dealt great blows by American 
forces in the past. They have had their number two 
leader, Ayman al-Zawahiri, killed, the Taliban has 
been disrup LecL and Iraq held democratic electio s. 
Therefore, it i clear that the terrori <:ts' only hope is 
to in.tim idate the United States and Iraqi CItizens; 
CNN is only helping their cause by airing this 
footage. 
Another question of mine that arises from this 
whole debac1e is how exactly did CNN receive Lhis 
footage? Many people believe that they have direct 
connections with terrorist groups who actually give 
them video recordings like these. Terrorists under­
stand that they can negatively influence the public's 
opinion of the war by recording horrendous acts 
such as American soldiers being killed and the be­
headinss of civilians. These terrorists believe that 
these VIdeos can increase political pressure on the 
American and Iraqi governments to put an end to 
the War on Terror. Everyone is aware of this strat­
egy, including media outlets such as CNN. How­
ever, they stiil chose to air this footage and actually 
help the terrorists' cause, which only highlights 
their irresponsibility. 
Next, where is the footage of the schools in Iraq 
being built? Or where are the images of the im­
proved sewage and electrical systems being built? 
Last year, I wrote an article entitled "All of the 
Things That Go Unreported About the Iraq War." 
The article touched upon dozens of positive accom­
plishments that have come from Operation Iraqi 
Freedom and all of these could have been showed 
on CNN, but they chose to show the death of an 
American soldier. This example alone shows their 
political agenda. 
Choosing to air this footage and then vehemently 
defending their actions only shows CNN's true col­
ors as a media outlet. CNN cares more about rat­
ings than they do the last moments of an American 
soldier's life. CNN has claimed that they are trying 
to show the "unvarnished truth" of what is going 
on in the war, yet in my eyes, this is h ardly the case. 
If they want to get the "truth" out about the war 
they could have chosen a thousand other ways to 
do so, rather than exploiting a soldier's unfortunate 
death. I believe that a soldier who has given his life 
to defend freedom deserves much more respect 
than what CNN has granted him. Is nationally re­
playinp a soldi~r's death <:lVer and ove.r again like 
some torm of SIck and tWIsted entertamment any 
way to honor a hero? What about this soldier's 
family who has to se{' that video? CNN's eagerness 
to air this footage only demonstrates its lack of re­
spect for the lives of the men and women who serve 
in the United States Armed Forces. 
Liberal: 

Greg Hirshom 

Not everything that happens 

in this world is pretty. As a mat­
ter of fact sometimes events that 
take place can be down right 
ugly and offensive. One of 
these ugly events was shown on 
CNN recently w hen avid _0 was 
ajred ?f Iraqi .insurgents killin g 
Amencan rrOODS Wi th u high 
powered rifle. 'TIus video is 
painful to watch as the content 
of th ese videos is violent and in­

h umane; however this does not mean that the 

videos should not be shown on TV. 

During war, things take place that are hard to 
watch, such as the killings of these American troops. 
News outlets do have a responsibility to show the 
world events that have an impact on their everyday 
lives. This event that took place in Iraq is some­
thing that is a huge deal wnether or not you are in 
favor of the videos or against their being shown. 
Living under a rock and not k;"1()wing about your 
surroundings is no way to live if you ask me. I feel 
more informed about the things that go on in the 
world when I watch the news and am glad I am see­
ing the good, the bad, and the sometimes ugly. See­
ing this video aired on CN~ could change the 
opinions of some viewers who would have a new 
way of thinking after seeing the severity of what 
took place in Iraq. If this video was not shown then 
the views of the reople would not be according to 
the facts, as all a the facts would not be presented 
to the public. . 
The question of ethICS also comes up when you 
are discussing the topic of airing this dip . Some 
will say that CNN is unethical in airing such a bru­
tal shooting on their network. I, on the other hand 
would say CNN did a superb job in fulfilling their 
ethical responsibility of informing the public of the 
goings on in the rest of the world. What took place 
in the video itself was an atrocity and any form of 
ethical behavior within it could be characterized as 
non existen t. Just because the video's content was 
unethical it does not make the fact that CNN aired 
the video unethical as well. 
Cono-ressman Brian Bilbral, said, "This is nothing 
short ofa terrorist snuff film.' I strongly disagree 
with this statement made by the congressman as I 
consider this video more of a current event taking 
place than "a terrorist snuff film." Just because the 
video shows a terrorist act, the airing of the video is 
not in support of the terrorist act, itself but only the 
reporting of something horrible that took place. 
CNN producer David Doss agrees with my line 
of thinking when he says that, "Whether or not you 
agree with tis in this case, our goal, as always, is to 
present the unvarnished truth as best we can." In 
this case that is exactly what CNN did, present the 
truth. Broadcasting footage of the war has been 
limited and I congratulate CNN on doing the right 
thing by presenting the reality, harsh as it may be, 
of a situation taking place in today's world. 
It is refreshing for me to finally see some real 
footage of what is going on in Iraq as opposed to 
updates w ith no footage and not enough coverage 
01 the event. The content of the vi -eo disturbed me, 
but the fact that I was seeing the reality of a situa­
tion mad me fee l like I now hav a m ore com plete 
view of what ig goin g on in the world that Tlive in 
It is important to note that before these videos 
were released by CNN they went through an in­
tense edi ting process where the faces of the shot sol­
diers were blacked out and the blood and gore from 
the killings was limited. This was done in deference 
to the families and is a commendable action in 
showing respect to those who lost their lives in this 
tragedy. 
Whoever said that life is not going to have people 
and things that are disturbing? If anyone made a 
claim like that I would be among the first to call him 
naive because as much as you may want the world 
to be a nice place where things like this do not take 
place, that is simply unrealistic. The job of the 
media is to report on current events and that is all 
that happened in this case. If you do not like what 
you see in the news you always have the right to 
pick up your remote control and change the chan­
nel. The people who are offended by the airing of 
the videos are theJeople who would like to live in a 
little fantasy worl of puppies and candy for every­
one, instead of facing fhe reality of the world that 
we live in. 
The writers of Multipartisan Hackery are by no means 
experts on the topic of which they write, b1l t are openly 
vocal about with their political beliefs and are writing 
from their perspective. The ideas presented in Mliltipar­
tisan Hackery do not necessarily represent those of TIle 
Archway, its editors, writers, or Bryant University. 
Please realize that people who fall along the political spec­
trum at the same place as these writers often have a dif­
ferent opinion 011 the subject at hand. Readers are 
strongly encouraged to write letters to the editor ill re­
sponse tv the opinions expressed in this coiwlln. Ifyou 
Jeel unrepresented, send us an e-mail with your thoughts. 
We will always have room in Multipartisan Hackery for 
a liberterian, and even an anarchist. 
• • 
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KU: The Rights of Man Simon Says: 'How 

Continued from page 11 Alito/Roberts confirmation hearings. 
These are the only rights that every You had a bunch of Democrats blab­
citizen of the United States of America bering about "changing the makeup of Did I Not Know?' 
has; everything else is either a privilege the court," because that might affect 
or a benefit. There isn't really even a their pet issue, the right to kill. 
ri&ht to vote -- Benjamin Franklin once NARAL, NOW, and Planned Parent­
saId America's form of government hood have far too much invested in ac­
would be "a Republic, iT you can keep tivist court rulings to let anyone who 
it." If you notice, the question of suf­ would try and alter their most sacred 
frage has always been left up for the "right" get on the court. This is why 
people to decide. Those who have been Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Clinton ap­
at the forefront of the suffrage and civil pointee and pro-abortion ACLU hack, 
rights movements have argued that it could get through the nomination 
was among these rights, equal justice process with "no hints, no secrets," 
under law and due process in particu­ whereas Alito has good old Uncle Ted 
lar, that they were being deniea in Kennedy attacking his character to the 
their quest to have a voice in public point where his wife had to leave the 
matters which concerned them, but for room. If you dare say you'll even con­
which they were not represented. sider overturning Roe V. Wade, on a 
All civil rights movements in history prep'onderance of the evidence, you 
have used rignts enumerated in the can t be allowed on the court. 
constitution as their support, up until We have many rights which deserve 
Roe V. Wade, where the courts decided protection, but rights are sacred 
that you could infer things from your whereas privileges and benefits are 
own personal interpretation in your not. The more we focus on diluting the 
own mind and create a "living docu­ meaning of rights and melding them 
ment." The Constitution is a hving together with mere privileges and ben­
document, but the only persons with efits, the more we risk losing the very 
the right to modify it are the people, society we have been trying to build. 
acting through their Congressmen, and Remember, the US is only a republic if 
passing a constitutional amendment, we can keep it. 
not unelected courts consisting of 9 
black robed individuals. 
You remember the whole 
Academ.ic Advising 
Continued from page 12 take certain classes to fill his social sci­
who were actually in danger of not ence mode of thought even though 
graduating on time? those classes would fill the require­
One would think that since Bryant ment. Curious as to why this was the 
has recently become a university that case, he inquired further. He was then 

Academic Advising would have ample told that it would require moving 

knowledge of the liberal arts require­ classes around before graduation and 

ments. However, this is far from the re­ this would require extra work for Aca­

ality. A year ago a friend of mine who demic Advising. This blatant disregard 

is a senior liberaf arts major sought in­ for a student's right to choose a course 

formation regarding Bryant's"cross­ within a reguirement simply so they 

count" rule where a mode of thought can spare tnemselves any effort beyond 

can count twice, once for the mode of the absolute minimum is utterly outra­

thought and once toward another re­ geous. 

quirement. He was told that this rule These stories are only a small sample 

of the feedback I received on this issue. aPflied to everyone, but later found 
ou the hard way that it did not apply I suggest a major overhaul of the de­
to his concentration. If he had nof faKen partment, where each advisor is as­
the initiative to find out the true re­ signed to a specific major. Students are 
guirements, this misadvising could aware that aavisors are in a difficult 
nave been detrimental come gradua­ position and requirements are some­
tion time. It is somewhat understand­ times difficult to remember, however, if 
able for Academic Advising to be less advisors were not responsible for all 
knowledgeable with liberaf arts majors liberal arts and business concentra­
than willi business majors; however, tions, then maybe they would be more 
misadvising any student on such a effective. It is sad when shldents must 
basic issue IS inexcusable. depend on professors and other stu­
As bad as all of the previous exam­ dents to learn graduation requirements 
ples are, this next story is even more when there is an entire full-hme de­
upsetting. A senior liberal arts major partment dedicated solely' to this func­
went to Academic Advising seeking tion. If something is not aone soon, 
confirmation as to what classes he many more students will fall victim to 
needed in order to graduate in the the misguidance of this department. 
spring. He was told that he should not 
So I'm sure by HPV vaccine can prevent most geni­
now you've all tal warts and most cases of cervical 
seen that com- cancer. 
mercial on TV Dr. Margaret Higham of the Tufts 
which begins University Health ~ervice said, 
with a woman "Being sexually active--not even 
saying "1 can't just intercourse, but any type of gen­
believe I've never ital to genital contact and hand to 
heard about this" genital contact-puts you at risk." 
and several other So that's why this new vaccine is im-
By Toby Simon people echoing portant for college women. 
Staff Columnist her sentiments. According to the Centers for Dis-
And like many ease Control (CDC) website, protec­
commercials on TV that deal with tion from HPV vaccine is expected 
sexuality issues, you have to listen to be long-lasting. However, vacci­
for a while to the 30 second spot to nated women still need cervical can-
even know what they're advertising. cer screening because the vaccine 
(Think of all those wonderful com- doesn't protect against all HPV 
mercials for ED with people in bath- types. 
tubs on mountain tops or men Right now the CDC feel that HPV 
throwing footballs through tires.) vaccine should routinely be recom­
It's a commercial for the new mended for girls 11-12 years of age 
HPV (Genital Human Papillo- but that women up to age 26 should 
mavirus) vaccine. also consider getting the vaccine. It 
And since I've just completed the is given as a 3 dose series. The rea­
annual fall Sexuality Series, I've son it's important to give it .to girl~ at 
been thinking a ________________thls age IS tflat In 
~~~~~~~~~~x Interested in more ~il~~~a~~s: it 
takin~ place information about HPV ~ORE their 
on thIS cam- J'. tust sexual en-
pus. And it's VaCCIne? cQunter, and 
not always To lk t H lth S· they will not
safe sex, so .La 0 ea erVICeS, have been ex-
that's why I'm 'who is able to order the posed to HPV. 
also thinking. For these girls, 
about HPV. vaccInefior students. the vaccine can 
What is prevent almost 
HPV? It's the 100% of the 
most common sexually transmitted disease. 
virus in the US. It is spread through The promotion of the vaccine to 
sexual contact. While most HPV in­ middle school girls has sparked con­
fections don't cause any symptoms troversy among some rehgious and 
and go away on their own, they're conservative groups who fear that 
important because they can cause girls will consider the vac-cine a re­
cervical cancer in women. Every placement for using condoms and 
year in the US about 10,000 women that it will encourage sexual promis­
get cervical cancer and 3,700 die cuity. However, manr others feel 
from it. It is the 2nd leading cause of that the prevention 0 cervical can­
cancer deaths among women around cer should take priority in this argu­
the world. ment. 
HPV is also associated with sev­ Interested in more information 
eralless common types of cancer in about this vaccine? Talk to the prac­
both men and women. It can also titioners at Health Services who are 
cause genital warts and warts in the able to order the vaccine for stu­
uPfer respiratory tract. More than dents here. Unfortunately, it's an ex­
50 10 of sexually active men and pensive series and insurance 
women are infected with HPV at companies have not yet decided 
sometime in their lives. There is no how they will cover the drug, but 
.treatment for it, but the conditions most likely they will. 
that cause it can be prevented. So like the commercial says, "Tell 
The new HPV vaccine protects someone". Whether that's just 
against 4 major types of HPV. These spreading the word to your friends 
include 2 types that cause about 70% about HPV or seeking medical ad­
of cervical cancer and 2 types that vice if you're concerned, do it. 
cause about 90% of genital warts. " 
Multipartisan Hackery: Writer Recruitment 

Multipartisan Hackery is a politicalThe Opinion 
column which first appeared in The 
Archway during February of 2006.Section Is look­
The writers of Multipartisan Hack­ing for politi­ ery are by no means experts on the 
topic of which they write, but arecally opinonated 
openly vocal about their political be­
liefs and are writing frOlTI their per­individuals to 
spective. The ideas presented in
contribute to Multipartisan Hackery do not neces­
sarily represent those of The Archway,Multipartisan its editors, writers, or Bryant Univer­
sity. Please realize that people who 
fall along the political spectrum at 
Hackery. Con­
sider joining us. the same place as these writers often 
have a different opinion on the sub-"You're probably MUlT'PART'!.... ject at hand. Readers are stronglyRAfWIRY encouraged to wrHe letters to the ed~a better "writer 
I!;;=~;;~~~~:::::;::;;:::::] itor in response to the opinions ex-than you think. 
courtesy of http://www.dailyreckoning.comlIWantYOu.htmlpressed in this column. 
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Parents and Family Weekend 2006 
Student Senate member Jonathan Lopez-Pitts is shown Dealing 
Blackjack as part of Casino Dinner night held Saturday evening of 
Parents and Family weekend 
Tupper tried his luck on the wheel during 
Casino Dinner night hosted on Saturday, 
catered by Sodexho 
Tupper even made an appearance during Parents and Fam­
ily Weekend; shown here with Student Senate members 
Hannah Jorgensen, Alicia Whalen, Sarah Campbell, as well 
as, Bryant Sophomore Danielle Malatesta's father Dave 
Malatesta . 
Bryant Family members could receive free take home gifts in 
the shape of balloons, as part of Casino Dinner night Saturday 
The final event hosted for Parents and 
Family weekend was the Jazz Brunch, 
shown here are students Joe Capezza, 
Kristen Collins and Ann Hyszczak 
with their families along with special 
guests President Ron Matchley and 
First Lady Katie Matchely. 
Photos and captions courtesy ofDanielle Malat­
esta and Alan Waters. 
-­
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